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A Resolution to Support the Censure of Mark Kennedy by the

Boulder Faculty Assembly

Resolution Summary

On March 29, 2021, the Boulder Faculty Assembly (BFA) Executive

Committee moved that the BFA vote on a formal censure of University of Colorado

system President Mark Kennedy for failure of leadership with respect to diversity,

equity and inclusion. The Graduate and Professional Student Government supports

the censure of President Mark Kennedy in the BFA. It is apparent that President

Mark Kennedy has failed at his responsibility to uphold the pillars of the CU

System, including justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion. President Mark

Kennedy’s failure to support CU system international students when threatened

with student visa revocation by the Trump Administration in the beginning of the

global COVID-19 pandemic is inexcusable. Damaging statements the President has

made (Figure 1), including comparing a lack of student online education options to



the Trail of Tears, are painful, deplorable comments for which the President has not

been held accountable for or adequately apologized for. These comments, and the

President’s failure to engage with student-led campus groups such as diversify

CUnow and various CU multicultural organizations including Asian Unity, (list

more here ask if anyone in the assembly participates or knows of organizations that

graduate students participate in often), directly contradict the goals and

commitments of this University, and negatively affect and harm graduate students

identifying as black, indigenous, or people of color. Thus, the Graduate and

Professional Student Government urges the BFA to hold President Mark Kennedy

accountable for his inaction and damaging rhetoric through a formal censure to be

voted on April 29, 2021.

Whereas, justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion efforts are a pillar of the CU

System strategic plan and values of the Graduate and Professional Student

Government ; and,

Whereas, President Kennedy did not support efforts to ensure international

student visas, threatening the ability of some graduate and professional students to

complete their degrees and further reducing the access to and diverse educational

experiences provided in graduate school that are supported by our international

graduate and professional peers; and,

Whereas, President Kennedy has a well-documented history of making problematic

and damaging statements without apologies or consequences that harm the image

of CU Boulder across the nation and damages the CU Boulder community and

student experience; and,

Whereas, the conduct of President Kennedy fails to support campus-wide,

system-wide, and GPSG’s commitments to justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion;

and,

Whereas, President Kennedy’s conduct has been damaging to various communities

within the graduate and professional student population;

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Assembly of the Graduate and

Professional Student Government of the University of Colorado Boulder,

THAT:

Section 1: GPSG supports the BFA Censure of Mark Kennedy.

Section 2: GPSG shall distribute this resolution to the University of Colorado

Board of Regents for consideration in their evaluation of President Kennedy’s



appointment and contract at the June meeting of the University of Colorado Board

of Regents.

Section 3: The relevant parties affected by this legislation that shall be notified

upon its passage by the GPSG Assembly and upon either obtaining the signatures

of two Tri-Executives or the lapse of six days without actions by the Tri-Executives

are: Boulder Faculty Assembly, the Chancellor, CUSG Proper, and the CU Board of

Regents.
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Appendix A. PDF (attached) of University of Colorado Boulder Website - Pillar 3:

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility

Appendix B. PDF (attached) of a Colorado Sun Article by Jesse Paul, July 7th 2020 -

Colorado colleges, universities scramble after Trump orders international students

to leave if classes go online

Appendix C. Diversify CU Now’s Mark Kennedy Timeline - Screenshots provided in

Figure 1.

Appendix D. BFA resolution - BFA-M-2-040201 - Motion to Support CU Boulder

Faculty Senate Members Call for Vote of Censure of President Kennedy -

Screenshots provided in Figure 2.

https://www.cu.edu/strategic-planning/process/strategic-pillars-focus-areas/pillar-3-diversity-inclusion-equity-access
https://www.cu.edu/strategic-planning/process/strategic-pillars-focus-areas/pillar-3-diversity-inclusion-equity-access
https://www.coloradoan.com/story/news/2020/07/09/colorado-colleges-universities-scramble-after-trump-order-international-students/3287311001/
https://www.coloradoan.com/story/news/2020/07/09/colorado-colleges-universities-scramble-after-trump-order-international-students/3287311001/
https://www.coloradoan.com/story/news/2020/07/09/colorado-colleges-universities-scramble-after-trump-order-international-students/3287311001/


Figure 1.  DiversifyCUnow - President Mark Kennedy Timeline











Figure 2. BFA Resolution




